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Genius on the greens
 

Tempo and your puttingTempo and your putting
 

If you want the satisfaction of 20+ foot putts finishing closer to the hole,

then you need to work on both the technique of your putting stroke and

the tempo of your stroke.
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Martin Hall, who often appears on Golf Channel, loves his do-it-yourself

teaching aids. 

Here’s a drill he recommends using a weight!

  Watch the video >Watch the video >

 

 

In an effort to improve your stroke tempo and consistency, Odyssey has

radically re-designed the putter shaft for their Stroke Lab Putter. A graphite

and steel shaft combo allows them to move weight to both ends of the

putter to make a good putting stroke and tempo more intuitive. 

View video >View video >

 

If you’ve never had a putter fitting,

then you’re “hoping” 

to be a genius on the greens. Let’s

improve on “hope”.

Contact us >Contact us >  

Play 9 with us
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You know you can be better. You know you can hit better golf shots. You

know how great it feels when you make solid, square contact. You know

you should be able to do that more often.

 

 

Let us share the challengeLet us share the challenge
 We’re looking for golfers who want to get more fun out of their golf game.

Play 9-holes with us, and we’ll show you the way to make golf the game

you hoped it would be.

Play 9 with us >Play 9 with us >
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